Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 4: Unit 32

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
4. The wind left my hair in a ___.
8. Put the garbage in the trash ___.
10. a large, strong bird
12. It has red skin and white flesh.
14. name
16. the joint between a foot and a leg
18. complete
19. a bushy-tailed rodent
21. the shape of a coin
23. anything that can be used to make something
25. A dot in a number is a ___ point.
26. fight
27. We built a ___ of a volcano.
28. to regard with wonder
29. easy to understand

Down
1. It blots up liquid.
2. a coin worth five cents
3. You press it with your foot.
4. to take a trip
5. A light shade of it is lavender.
6. to toss and catch multiple objects
7. copper, for example
9. a shape with three points
11. to call off an event
13. a snack made from twisted dough
15. problem
17. remarkable
20. small
22. a question meant to be puzzling
24. opposite of rough